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Bol algebras appear as the tangent algebra of Bol loops. A (left) Bol
algebra is a vector space equippedwith a binary operation [a, b] and
a ternary operation {a, b, c} that satisfy five defining identities. If A
is a left or right alternative algebra then Ab is a Bol algebra, where
[a, b] := ab − ba is the commutator and {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉 is
the Jordan associator. A special identity is an identity satisfied by Ab
for all right alternative algebras A, but not satisfied by the free Bol
algebra. We show that there are no special identities of degree ≤ 7,
but there are special identities of degree 8. We obtain all the special
identities of degree 8 in partition six-two.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The theory of smoothBol loopswas constructedby L.V. Sabinin andP.O.Mikheev, as a generalization
of Lie groups and smoothMoufang loops theories (see [16]). In particular, the notion of Bol algebrawas
introduced in 1982, and it was proved that any finite-dimensional Bol algebra over R can be realized
as the tangent algebra of a local analytic Bol loop [17].
Definition 1. A (left) Bol algebra is a vector space equippedwith a binary operation [a, b] and a ternary
operation {a, b, c} satisfying these identities:
(b1) [a, b] + [b, a] = 0,
(b2) {a, b, c} + {b, a, c} = 0,
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(b3) {a, b, c} + {b, c, a} + {c, a, b} = 0,
(b4) [{a, b, c}, d] − [{a, b, d}, c] + {c, d, [a, b]} − {a, b, [c, d]} + [[a, b], [c, d]] = 0,
(b5) {a, b, {c, d, e}} − {{a, b, c}, d, e} − {c, {a, b, d}, e} − {c, d, {a, b, e}} = 0.
Homogeneous Bol algebras were classified by Filippov [3], and Kuz’min and Zaı˘di [13] investigated
the solvability and semisimplicity of Bol algebras. Pérez-Izquierdo [15] constructed an envelope for
Bol algebras and proved that any Bol algebra is located inside the generalized left alternative nucleus
of the envelope.
InanyalgebraAwithmultiplicationabwedefinetheassociator (a, b, c)by (a, b, c) := (ab)c−a(bc),
the Jordan product a ◦ b by a ◦ b := ab + ba, and the Jordan associator 〈a, b, c〉 by 〈a, b, c〉 :=
(a ◦ b) ◦ c − a ◦ (b ◦ c). We denote by Ab the algebra having the same underlying vector space as A,
the binary operation [a, b] := ab − ba and the ternary operation {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉. The algebra Ab
satisfies (b1)–(b3).
A left alternative algebra is an algebra satisfying the identity (a, a, b) = 0. A right alternative algebra
is an algebra satisfying the identity (a, b, b) = 0.We prove that if A is a left or right alternative algebra
then Ab is a Bol algebra.
Glennie [4–6] discovered a special identity for Jordan algebras, i.e., an identity satisfied by special
Jordan algebras that is not satisfied by all Jordan algebras (see also Hentzel [9]). Bremner and Peresi
[2] found special identities for quasi-Jordan algebras, i.e., identities satisfied by all special quasi-Jordan
algebras but not satisfied by all semispecial quasi-Jordan algebras. One of these special identities for
quasi-Jordan algebra is a noncommutative preimage of the Glennie identity. In both cases (Jordan and
quasi-Jordan) the minimal degree of a special identity is 8.
In this paper we consider the analogous problem of finding special identities for Bol algebras.
Definition 2. A special identity is an identity satisfied by Ab for every right alternative algebra A, but
not satisfied by the free Bol algebra.
We prove that there are no special identities of degree≤ 7, but there are special identities of degree
8. We obtain all the special identities of degree 8 in partition six-two. Furthermore, we prove that a
special identity also holds in Ab for any left alternative algebra A.
2. Examples of Bol algebras
A right Bol algebra is a vector space equippedwith a binary operation [a, b]r and a ternary operation{a, b, c}r satisfying these identities:
[a, b]r + [b, a]r = 0, {a, b, c}r + {a, c, b}r = 0,
{a, b, c}r + {b, c, a}r + {c, a, b}r = 0,
[{a, c, d}r, b]r − [{b, c, d}r, a]r − {[a, b]r, c, d}r + {[c, d]r, a, b}r + [[a, b]r, [c, d]r]r = 0,
{{a, b, c}r, d, e}r − {{a, d, e}r, b, c}r − {a, {b, d, e}r, c}r − {a, b, {c, d, e}r}r = 0.
From a right Bol algebra with operations [a, b]r and {a, b, c}r , we obtain a Bol algebra by defining the
new operations
[a, b] := −[a, b]r and {a, b, c} := −{c, a, b}r .
Kuz’min and Zaı˘di [13] obtained the classification of all two-dimensional right Bol algebras overR.
From this classification we obtain the examples of Bol algebras of this section.
Example 3. The Bol algebra B1 has basis e1, e2, all the binary products are zero, and the nonzero
ternary products are given by
{e1, e2, e1} = e2, {e1, e2, e2} = −e1, {e2, e1, e1} = −e2, {e2, e1, e2} = e1.
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Example 4. The Bol algebra B2 has basis e1, e2, and the nonzero products are given by
[e1, e2] = e1, [e2, e1] = −e1,
{e1, e2, e1} = −e1, {e1, e2, e2} = e2, {e2, e1, e1} = e1, {e2, e1, e2} = −e2.
3. Free algebras
Let X = {x1, x2, x3, . . .} be a set of variables. We denote by F[X] the free nonassociative algebra
and by RAlt[X] the free right alternative algebra (see [18]). We denote by RAltn[X] the subspace of
multilinear elements of degree n in RAlt[X]. We denote by LAlt[X] the free left alternative algebra.
An association type of degree n is a way to put parentheses in a product of degree n. The number of
types of degree n is given by the Catalan number c[n] = 1
n
(
2n−2
n−1
)
. The Catalan numbers for n  8 are
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
c[n] 1 1 2 5 14 42 132 429.
We denote these types by T1, . . . , Tc[n]. For example, the types of degree 4 are: ((xx)x)x, (x(xx))x,
(xx)(xx), x((xx)x), x(x(xx)), where x is just a place holder. Anymultilinear element f ∈ F[X] of degree
n can be written as a linear combination of multilinear monomials, where each monomial has one of
the types T1, . . . , Tc[n].
We construct the setM[X] of binary–ternary monomials inductively as follows: X ⊂ M[X]; and we
assume thatM[X] is closed under the binary operation [a, b] and the ternary operation {a, b, c}. Let
BT[X] =
{
n∑
i=1
αi ui | n ∈ N, αi ∈ F, ui ∈ M[X]
}
be the vector space overF spanned byM[X]. The elements of BT[X] are called binary–ternary polynomi-
als in the variables xi.Wedefine inBT[X] amultiplicationby the following rules: if f = ∑li=1 αi ui, g =∑m
j=1 βj vj and h =
∑n
k=1 γk wk are polynomials in BT[X] then
[f , g] = ∑l,mi,j=1 αiβj [ui, vj], {f , g, h} = ∑l,m,ni,j,k=1 αiβjγk {ui, vj,wk}.
The algebra BT[X] is called the free binary–ternary algebra. The usual notion of T-ideal of F[X] can be
extended to BT[X]. The free Bol algebra Bol[X] is BT[X] modulo the T-ideal of BT[X] generated by the
identities (b1)–(b5).
A Bol type of degree n is a way to construct a product of degree n in the free algebra BT[X] using
the operations [a, b] and {a, b, c}. The identities (b1) and (b2) are used to reduce the number of these
types. The Bol types of degree 3 are x, [x, x], [[x, x], x] and {x, x, x}. The Bol types of degree 4 are
{x, x, [x, x]}, {[x, x], x, x}, [[x, x], [x, x]], [{x, x, x}, x], [[[x, x], x], x]. Again x is just a place holder.
The number of Bol types of degree n for n  8 is given by
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
b[n] 1 1 2 5 13 38 113 354.
We denote the Bol types of degree n by B1, . . . , Bb[n].
Let B be a Bol algebra. An element f = f (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ BT[X] is an identity of B if f (a1, . . . , an) = 0
for all a1, . . . , an ∈ B. Any multilinear identity f of degree n can be written as a linear combination
of multilinear monomials, where each monomial has one of the Bol types of degree n. Collecting the
monomials which have the same Bol type, f = f1 + · · · + fb[n], where fk is a linear combination of
monomials having Bol type k. We can therefore identify each fk with an element of the group algebra
FSn of the symmetric group Sn. Therefore, we can regard f as an element of the direct sum of b[n]
copies of FSn.
When F is any field of characteristic 0 or greater than n, the algebra FSn is isomorphic to a di-
rect sum of complete matrix algebras. This allows us to represent identities by matrices and use
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computer algebra. For the details see Hentzel [7,8], Hentzel and Peresi [11], and Bremner and Peresi [2]
(Sections 5.1–5.3).
In all of our calculations using the representations of FSn, we assume that F is the field Z103.
4. Identities of the algebra RAlt[X]b
We describe a method to find the identities of degree n for the algebra RAlt[X]b.
Let f = f (x1, . . . , xk) be a multilinear identity of some algebra with binary operation ab. The
process of lifting f to degree k + 1, i.e., the process of finding all its consequences of degree k + 1,
generates k + 2 identities. They are:
xk+1f (x1, x2, . . . , xk), f (x1, x2, . . . , xk)xk+1, f (xk+1x1, x2, . . . , xk),
. . . , f (x1, x2, . . . , xk+1xi, . . . , xk), . . . , f (x1, x2, . . . , xk+1xk).
Let f = f (x1, . . . , xk) be a multilinear identity of some algebra with ternary operation {a, b, c}.
The process of lifting f to degree k+ 2, i.e., the process of finding all its consequences of degree k+ 2,
generates k + 3 identities. They are:
{xk+1, xk+2, f (x1, x2, . . . , xk)}, {xk+1, f (x1, x2, . . . , xk), xk+2},
{f (x1, x2, . . . , xk), xk+1, xk+2}, f ({x1, xk+1, xk+2}, x2, . . . , xk), . . . ,
f (x1, x2, . . . , {xi, xk+1, xk+2}, . . . , xk), . . . , f (x1, x2, . . . , {xk, xk+1, xk+2}).
Assume that we are looking for identities of degree n which hold in the algebra RAlt[X]b. We start
with the linearized form of the right alternative identity: (a, b, c)+ (a, c, b) = 0. We lift this identity
to degree n. That is, we lift to identities of degree 4, then to identities of degree 5, and continuing till
we reach degree n. For our purposes, we only need to use a generating set of the subspace RAltn[X].
We use a generating set with g[n] elements where g[n] (for n  8) is given by
n 3 4 5 6 7 8
g[n] 1 4 16 61 234 895.
We denote this generating set by I = {I1, . . . , Ig[n]}. Each Ii can be written as∑c[n]j=1 f ij where f ij is a
linear combination of multilinear monomials of degree n associated as in type Tj .
Let bi = bi(x1, . . . , xn) denote themonomial x1 . . . xn written using Bol type Bi. We now expand bi
in the free nonassociative algebra F[X] using the binary operation [a, b] := ab − ba and the ternary
operation {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉.We obtain that∑c[n]j=1 gij −bi = 0, where each gij is a linear combination
of multilinear monomials of degree n associated as in type Tj . Let λ be a partition of n. Denote by
ρλ : FSn → Md(F) the corresponding representation of FSn, where the dimension d depends on λ.
Denote by Id the d × d identity matrix. Applying ρλ to the expansion of bi we obtain the (direct sum
of matrices)
∑c[n]
j=1 ρλ(gij) − Id = 0. Also applying ρλ to each Ii we obtain the (direct sum of matrices)∑c[n]
j=1 ρλ(f ij ). Putting all these d × d blocks together we obtain the matrixMλ in Table 1. We compute
the row canonical form RCF(Mλ) ofMλ. The identities of degree n for RAlt[X]b are represented in the
lower right block of RCF(Mλ), under Bol types B1, . . . , Bb[n].
Definition 5. The number of nonzero rows in the lower right block of RCF(Mλ) is called the rank of all
identities of degree n satisfied by RAlt[X]b in partition λ.
Some of these identities of degree n satisfied by RAlt[X]b are known identities, i.e., they are con-
sequences of the identities of degree < n. Therefore we need to find the nonzero rows in RCF(Mλ)
that come from the known identities. To do this we lift to degree n all the identities of degree < n
satisfied by RAlt[X]b. Let K1, . . . ,Kk[n] be a generating set for these multilinear lifted identities of
degree n. EachKi can bewritten as
∑b[n]
j=1 hij , where hij is a linear combination ofmultilinearmonomials
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Table 1
Representation matrixMλ: Bol types of degree n.
T1 T2 · · · Tc[n] B1 B2 · · · Bb[n]−1 Bb[n]
ρλ(f
1
1 ) ρλ(f
1
2 ) · · · ρλ(f 1c[n]) O O · · · O O
ρλ(f
2
1 ) ρλ(f
2
2 ) · · · ρλ(f 2c[n]) O O · · · O O
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
ρλ(f
g[n]−1
1 ) ρλ(f
g[n]−1
2 ) · · · ρλ(f g[n]−1c[n] ) O O · · · O O
ρλ(f
g[n]
1 ) ρλ(f
g[n]
2 ) · · · ρλ(f g[n]c[n] ) O O · · · O O
ρλ(g
1
1 ) ρλ(g
1
2 ) · · · ρλ(g1c[n]) −Id O · · · O O
ρλ(g
2
1 ) ρλ(g
2
2 ) · · · ρλ(g2c[n]) O −Id · · · O O
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
ρλ(g
b[n]−1
1 ) ρλ(g
b[n]−1
2 ) · · · ρλ(gb[n]−1c[n] ) O O · · · −Id O
ρλ(g
b[n]
1 ) ρλ(g
b[n]
2 ) · · · ρλ(gb[n]c[n] ) O O · · · O −Id
Table 2
Representationmatrix Kλ: known identities of degree n.
B1 B2 · · · Bb[n]
ρλ(h
1
1) ρλ(h
1
2) · · · ρλ(h1b[n])
ρλ(h
2
1) ρλ(h
2
2) · · · ρλ(h2b[n])
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
ρλ(h
k[n]−1
1 ) ρλ(h
k[n]−1
2 ) · · · ρλ(hk[n]−1b[n] )
ρλ(h
k[n]
1 ) ρλ(h
k[n]
2 ) · · · ρλ(f k[n]b[n] )
of degree n associated as in Bol type Bj . Applying ρλ to each Ki we obtain the (direct sum of matrices)∑b[n]
j=1 ρλ(hij). Putting all these d × d blocks together we obtain the matrix Kλ in Table 2. The known
identities of degree n for RAlt[X]b are represented by the nonzero rows of the canonical form RCF(Kλ)
of Kλ.
Definition 6. The number of nonzero rows in RCF(Kλ) is called the rank of known identities of degree
n satisfied by RAlt[X]b in partition λ.
The new identities of degree n are the identities of RAlt[X]b that are not consequences of the known
identities. Comparing the ranks of all identities with the ranks of the known identities of degree n, we
find the representations that give the new identities.
Remark 7. Starting with the identity (a, b, c) + (b, a, c) = 0, and using an analogous method, we
obtain the identities of LAlt[X]b.
We define an involution ∗ onF[X]. Formonomials with some distribution of parentheses (xi1xi2 . . .
xik)
∗ = xik . . . xi2xi1 , where the distribution of parentheses has to be reversed too. For example,
((x1x2)x3)
∗ = x3(x2x1). We then extend the definition of ∗ linearly. An element f ∈ F[X] is sym-
metric if f ∗ = f and is skew-symmetric if f ∗ = −f .
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Proposition 8. The expansion of any degree n homogeneous element ofF[X]b into the free nonassociative
algebra F[X] is symmetric when n is odd and skew-symmetric when n is even.
Proof. The multiplications in F[X]b are given by [f , g] := fg − gf and {f , g, h} := 〈g, h, f 〉. Let
f , g, h ∈ F[X]. We have [f , g]∗ = (fg − gf )∗ = g∗f ∗ − f ∗g∗ = −[f ∗, g∗]. Also, we have
〈f , g, h〉∗ = ((fg + gf )h + h(fg + gf ) − f (gh + hg) − (gh + hg)f )∗
= h∗(g∗f ∗ + f ∗g∗) + (g∗f ∗ + f ∗g∗)h∗
− (h∗g∗ + g∗h∗)f ∗ − f ∗(h∗g∗ + g∗h∗)
= −〈h∗, g∗, f ∗〉 = 〈f ∗, g∗, h∗〉.
Hence {f , g, h}∗ = 〈g, h, f 〉∗ = 〈g∗, h∗, f ∗〉 = {f ∗, g∗, h∗}. Now the result follows by induction
starting with f , g, h ∈ X . 
Corollary 9. A homogeneous element in BT[X] is an identity of LAlt[X]b if and only if it is an identity of
RAlt[X]b.
Proof. For any f , g, h ∈ F[X] we have
(f , g, h)∗ = ((fg)h − f (gh))∗ = h∗(g∗f ∗) − (h∗g∗)f ∗ = −(h∗, g∗, f ∗).
Hence(
(f , g, h) + (g, f , h))∗ = −((h∗, g∗, f ∗) + (h∗, f ∗, g∗)).
Let h be a degree n homogeneous element in BT[X] and let f be its expansion in F[X] using the
operations [a, b] := ab− ba and {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉. By Proposition 8, we have that either f = f ∗ or
f ∗ = −f . Assume that h is an identity of LAlt[X]b. Then f is an identity of LAlt[X] and it follows that
f ∗ is an identity of RAlt[X]. Since f = f ∗ or f = −f ∗ we obtain that h is an identity of RAlt[X]b. By a
similar argument we can prove the converse statement. 
5. Degree four identities
In this section we prove that all degree four identities of the algebra RAlt[X]b are consequences of
identities (b1)–(b4). First we prove that (b4) is an identity.
Let A be any algebra with multiplication ab. We denote by Rb the right multiplication operator
Rb : A → A given by Rb(a) = ab. We denote by [Ra, Rb] the operator RaRb − RbRa.
Lemma 10. If A is any algebra then, for any a, b, c, d ∈ A, we have:
[[[Ra, Rb], Rc], Rd] − [[[Ra, Rb], Rd], Rc] = [[Ra, Rb], [Rc, Rd]].
Proof. The assertion can be verified by expanding the commutators of operators and comparing the
terms. 
Lemma 11. If A is a right alternative algebra then, for any a, b, c ∈ A, we have:
(i) R(ab)c+(cb)a = RaRbRc + RcRbRa.
(ii) [[Ra, Rb], Rc] = R{a,b,c}, where {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉.
Proof. The assertion (i) follows since A satisfies the right Moufang identity ([18], p. 343)
d
(
(ab)c + (cb)a) = ((da)b)c + ((dc)b)a,
for any a, b, c, d ∈ A. For the proof of (ii), first notice that
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〈b, c, a〉 − ((ab)c + (cb)a − (ba)c − (ca)b)
= (b, a, c) + (b, c, a) − (a, b, c) − (a, c, b) = 0.
We have:
[[Ra, Rb], Rc] = [Ra, Rb]Rc − Rc[Ra, Rb]
= RaRbRc − RbRaRc − RcRaRb + RcRbRa
= R(ab)c+(cb)a − R(ba)c+(ca)b (by (i))
= R(ab)c+(cb)a−(ba)c−(ca)b
= R〈b,c,a〉 = R{a,b,c}. 
Proposition 12. If A is either a left alternative or right alternative algebra, thenAb satisfies the identity (b4).
Proof. By Corollary 9 it is enough to prove the result assuming that A is a right alternative algebra. Let
A# = F.1 ⊕ A be the algebra obtained by the formal adjoining of an identity element to the algebra
A. As proved by Albert ([1], Lemma 3), since A is right alternative then A# is also right alternative.
Therefore, wemay assume that A has an identity element 1. The proof we present here is similar to the
proof given by Pérez-Izquierdo ([15], Proposition 3). We remind that the operations in Ab are defined
by [a, b] := ab−ba and {a, b, c} :=< b, c, a >. For any a, b ∈ A, [Ra, Rb](1) = −R[a,b](1) = −[a, b].
Using Lemma 11, part (ii), and Lemma 10 we have:
[{a, b, c}, d] − [{a, b, d}, c] = −[R{a,b,c}, Rd](1) + [R{a,b,d}, Rc](1)
= −[[[Ra, Rb], Rc], Rd](1) + [[[Ra, Rb], Rd], Rc](1)
= −[[Ra, Rb], [Rc, Rd]](1).
Using Lemma 11, part (ii), we have:
{c, d, [a, b]} = R{c,d,[a,b]}(1) = [[Rc, Rd], R[a,b]](1)
= [Rc, Rd]R[a,b](1) + R[a,b]R[c,d](1);
−{a, b, [c, d]} = −R{a,b,[c,d]}(1) = −[[Ra, Rb], R[c,d]](1)
= −[Ra, Rb]R[c,d](1) − R[c,d]R[a,b](1);
[[a, b], [c, d]] = −[R[a,b], R[c,d]](1) = −R[a,b]R[c,d](1) + R[c,d]R[a,b](1).
Adding these last three expressions we obtain
{c, d, [a, b]} − {a, b, [c, d]} + [[a, b], [c, d]]
= −[Ra, Rb]R[c,d](1) + [Rc, Rd]R[a,b](1)
= [Ra, Rb][Rc, Rd](1) − [Rc, Rd][Ra, Rb](1)
= [[Ra, Rb], [Rc, Rd]](1).
It follows that:
[{a, b, c}, d] − [{a, b, d}, c] + {c, d, [a, b]} − {a, b, [c, d]} + [[a, b], [c, d]]
= −[[Ra, Rb], [Rc, Rd]](1) + [[Ra, Rb], [Rc, Rd]](1) = 0.
Therefore (b4) is an identity of Ab. 
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Table 3
Degree 4: ranks of matrix representations.
λ d Known All New
1 4 1 5 5
2 31 3 12 12
3 22 2 7 8 1
4 211 3 9 10 1
5 1111 1 3 3
We now apply themethod described in Section 4 to obtain all the identities of degree 4. The liftings
of (a, b, c) + (a, c, b) = 0 to degree 4 are:
(a, b, c)d + (a, c, b)d = 0, (ab, c, d) + (ab, d, c) = 0,
(a, bc, d) + (a, d, bc) = 0, a(b, c, d) + a(b, d, c) = 0.
Using the operations [a, b] := ab− ba and {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉, we expand the following monomials
b1, . . . , b5 corresponding to Bol types B1, . . . , B5:
b1 = {a, b, [c, d]} = 〈b, [c, d], a〉, b2 = {[a, b], c, d} = 〈c, d, [a, b]〉,
b3 = [[a, b], [c, d]], b4 = [{a, b, c}, d] = [〈b, c, a〉, d], b5 = [[[a, b], c], d].
There are 5 representations in degree 4 given by partitions λ = 4, 31, 22, 211, 1111. For each one of
these partitions λ, using the four liftings of the right alternative law and the expansions of b1, . . . , b5,
we obtain the matrix Mλ, calculate the RCF(Mλ), and obtain the rank of all identities of degree 4
satisfied by RAlt[X]b. The ranks are listed in the column labeled “all” of Table 3.
The known identities of degree 4 of RAlt[X]b are consequences of (b1)-(b3). The liftings of (b1)-(b3)
are:
{a, b, [c, d]} + {a, b, [d, c]} = 0, {a, b, [c, d]} + {b, a, [c, d]} = 0,
{[a, b], c, d} + {[b, a], c, d} = 0, [[a, b], [c, d]] + [[b, a], [c, d]] = 0,
[[a, b], [c, d]] + [[c, d], [a, b]] = 0, [{a, b, c}, d] + [{b, a, c}, d] = 0,
[[[a, b], c], d] + [[[b, a], c], d] = 0,
{a, b, [c, d]} − {[c, d], b, a} + {[c, d], a, b} = 0,
[{a, b, c}, d] + [{b, c, a}, d] + [{c, a, b}, d] = 0.
For each partition λ, using these liftings of (b1)–(b3), we obtain the matrix Kλ, calculate the RCF(Kλ)
and obtain the rank of known identities. The ranks are listed in the column labeled “known” of Table
3. Subtracting the ranks of known identities from the ranks of all identities we obtain the number of
new rows representing the new identities (see column “new” of Table 3).
By Proposition 12 we know that (b4) is an identity of RAlt[X]b. For each partition λ, ρλ((b4)) is a
(direct sum) of five d× d blocks corresponding to Bol types B1, . . . , B5. We append these blocks to the
bottom of matrix Kλ. Since the row canonical form of this new matrix coincides with the lower right
block of RCF(Mλ), we have proved that the new identities of degree 4 of RAlt[X]b are consequences of
(b4). Therefore we have:
Theorem 13. A degree 4 element in BT[X] is an identity of RAlt[X]b if and only if it is a consequence of
identities (b1)–(b4).
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6. Degree five identities
In this section we prove that a degree five polynomial in BT[X] is an identity of RAlt[X]b if and only
if it is a consequence of (b1)–(b5). The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 13. First we prove that
(b5) is an identity.
Lemma 14. If A is any algebra then, for any a, b, c, d, e ∈ A, we have:
[[Ra, Rb], [[Rc, Rd], Re]] − [[[[Ra, Rb], Rc], Rd], Re]
−[[Rc, [[Ra, Rb], Rd]], Re] − [[Rc, Rd], [[Ra, Rb], Re]] = 0.
Proof. The assertion can be verified by expanding the commutators of operators and comparing the
terms. 
Proposition 15. If A is either a left alternative or right alternative algebra then Ab satisfies the identity (b5).
Proof. By Corollary 9 it is enough to prove the result assuming that A is a right alternative algebra. As
in the proof of Proposition 12, we may assume that A has an identity element 1. The proof we present
here is essentially the proof given by Mikheev [14].
Using Lemma 11, part (ii), twice for each summand of (b5) we have:
{a, b, {c, d, e}} − {{a, b, c}, d, e} − {c, {a, b, d}, e} − {c, d, {a, b, e}}
= R{a,b,{c,d,e}}(1) − R{{a,b,c},d,e}(1) − R{c,{a,b,d},e}(1) − R{c,d,{a,b,e}}(1)
= [[Ra, Rb], R{c,d,e}](1) − [[R{a,b,c}, Rd], Re](1)
− [[Rc, R{a,b,d}], Re](1) − [[Rc, Rd], R{a,b,e}](1)
= [[Ra, Rb], [[Rc, Rd], Re]](1) − [[[[Ra, Rb], Rc], Rd], Re](1)
−[[Rc, [[Ra, Rb], Rd]], Re](1) − [[Rc, Rd], [[Ra, Rb], Re]](1).
It follows then by Lemma 14 that
{a, b, {c, d, e}} − {{a, b, c}, d, e} − {c, {a, b, d}, e} − {c, d, {a, b, e}} = 0.
Therefore (b5) is an identity of Ab. 
Corollary 16. If A is either a left alternative or right alternative algebra then Ab is a Bol algebra.
Proof. The result follows from Propositions 12 and 15. 
We obtain the generating set I = {I1, . . . , I16} of RAlt5[X]. Using the operations [a, b] :=
ab − ba and {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉, we expand the monomials b1, . . . , b13 corresponding to Bol types
B1, . . . , B13. We calculate the matrix Mλ, the row canonical form RCF(Mλ), and obtain the ranks of
all the identities satisfied by RAlt[X]b (see column “all” in Table 4). There are 39 multilinear identities
which generate the liftings of (b1)–(b4) to degree 5. Using these identities we obtain the matrix Kλ,
the row canonical form RCF(Kλ) and the ranks of the known identities (see column “known” in Table
4). The number of new rows representing the new identities are listed under “new” in Table 4.
We append to the bottom of the matrix Kλ the d × d blocks that come from the representation
ρλ((b5)) of (b5). We calculate the row canonical form of this new matrix and obtain the same matrix
as the lower right block of RCF(Mλ). Therefore we have:
Theorem 17. A degree 5 element in BT[X] is an identity of RAlt[X]b if and only if it is a consequence of
identities (b1)–(b5).
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Table 4
Degree 5: ranks of matrix representations.
λ d Known All New
1 5 1 13 13
2 41 4 47 47
3 32 5 55 56 1
4 311 6 64 65 1
5 221 5 51 52 1
6 2111 4 39 39
7 11111 1 9 9
7. Existence of special identities
In this section we prove that there are no special identities of degree 6 or degree 7, but there are
special identities of degree 8.
First, we give an example of a special identity that is easy to derive and remember. However, this
identity has degree 25 which is far from the minimum possible degree that is 8.
Proposition 18. In the free binary–ternary algebra BT[a, b, c], let d = {a, b, a} + [[b, a], a]. Then
H(a, b, c) := {{{{c, d, d}, d, d}, d, d}, d, d} is a special identity.
Proof. First, we prove that if A is a left or right alternative algebra then H(a, b, c) is an identity of
Ab. By Corollary 9 it is enough to prove the result assuming that A is a right alternative algebra. Also
we may assume that A is the free right alternative algebra RAlt[a, b, c] and that RAlt[a, b, c] has an
identity element 1.
The operations in RAlt[a, b, c]b are [x, y] := xy − yx and {x, y, z} := 〈y, z, x〉. We have that
d = {a, b, a}+ [[b, a], a] = −2(a, a, b). In every right alternative algebra the I. M. Mikheev’s identity
(x, x, y)4 = 0 is valid (see [18], p. 344). Therefore d4 = 0. By Lemma 11, part (ii), we obtain
H(a, b, c) = {{{{c, d, d}, d, d}, d, d}, d, d} = R{{{{c,d,d},d,d},d,d},d,d}(1)
= [[[[[[[[Rc, Rd], Rd], Rd], Rd], Rd], Rd], Rd], Rd](1) = 0,
since in each term of the expansion of the commutators of operators appears Rd4 = 0. Therefore
H(a, b, c) = 0 is an identity of RAlt[a, b, c]b.
Now, we prove that H(a, b, c) is not zero in the free Bol algebra Bol[a, b, c]. It is enough to give
an example of a Bol algebra where H(a, b, c) does not hold. We consider the algebra B1 (see
Section 2, Example 3). For a = e2, b = e1 and c = e2, we have d = {e2, e1, e2} + [[e1, e2], e2] = e1
and {c, d, d} = {e2, e1, e1} = −e2. Therefore H(e2, e1, e2) = e2 = 0. 
Corollary 19. Not every Bol algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of Ab for some right alternative algebra A.
Proof. For instance, consider the Bol algebra B1 (Section 2, Example 3). Assume that B1 can be
imbedded into Ab for some right alternative algebra A. By Proposition 18, Ab satisfies the identity
H(a, b, c) = 0. Therefore H(a, b, c) evaluates to zero in B1, a contradiction since H(e2, e1, e2) =
e2 = 0. 
Theorem 20. All the identities of degree 6 or degree 7 satisfied by the algebra RAlt[X]b are consequences
of (b1)–(b5). Therefore there are no special identities of degree 6 or degree 7.
Proof. We obtain the generating set I = {I1, . . . , Ig[n]} of RAltn[X], where g[n] = 61 for n = 6 and
g[n] = 234 for n = 7. Alsowe determine the expansion of themonomials b1, . . . , bb[n] corresponding
to Bol types B1, . . . , Bb[n], where b[n] = 38 for n = 6 and b[n] = 113 for n = 7. We then construct
the matrixMλ and obtain the row canonical form RCF(Mλ). The number of nonzero rows in the lower
right block of RCF(Mλ) is the rank of all identities satisfied by RAlt[X]b in partition λ.
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Table 5
Degree 6: ranks of matrix representations.
λ d Known All
1 6 1 38 38
2 51 5 182 182
3 42 9 319 319
4 411 10 348 348
5 33 5 173 173
6 321 16 543 543
7 3111 10 333 333
8 222 5 167 167
9 2211 9 291 291
10 21111 5 157 157
11 111111 1 29 29
There are 148multilinear identities which generate the lifted identities of (b1)-(b5) to degree 6 and
516 to degree 7. Using these identities, we construct the matrix Kλ and determine the row canonical
form RCF(Kλ). The number of nonzero rows in RCF(Kλ) is the rank of the known identities satisfied by
RAlt[X]b in partition λ.
Table 5 gives the ranks for n = 6 and Table 6 gives the ranks for n = 7. In both cases, for each
partition λ, the rank of all the identities is equal to the rank of the known ones. Therefore, all the
identities are consequences of (b1)-(b5) and there are no special identities of degree 6 or degree 7. 
Definition21. An identityofdegreen is irreducible if its complete linearizationgeneratesan irreducible
representation of the symmetric group Sn.
Theorem 22. There are 13 irreducible special identities of degree 8. They are distributed as follows:
λ 62 53 521 44 431 3311
1 4 1 2 4 1.
Proof. The method to show the existence of special identities of degree 8 is similar to the one used
to show the nonexistence of special identities of degrees 6 and 7. Except that now we have to prove
that there are identities of degree 8 which hold in the algebra RAlt[X]b but do not hold in the free Bol
algebra.
We construct the matrix Mλ using the generating set I = {I1, . . . , I895} of RAlt8[X] and the
expansions of the monomials b1, . . . , b354 corresponding to Bol types B1, . . . , B354. We calculate the
row canonical form RCF(Mλ) and obtain the rank of all identities of degree 8 satisfied by RAlt[X]b in
partition λ. The ranks are listed in column “all” in Table 7.
The identities satisfied by the free Bol algebra are the consequences of identities (b1)–(b5). We
construct the matrix Kλ representing the 1885 multilinear identities that are a generating set for the
lifted identities of (b1)–(b5) to degree 8. We calculate the row canonical form RCF(Kλ) and obtain the
rank for the identities of degree 8 satisfied by the free Bol algebra. See column “known” in Table 7.
Comparing the ranks of all identities with the ranks of the known ones shown in Table 7, we obtain
that there are 13 irreducible special identities of degree 8. Alsowe have found the representations that
give these special identities. 
8. Creating special identities
The calculations in Section 7 show that there are 13 nonequivalent irreducible special identities of
degree 8. Three partitions have exactly one, one partition has exactly two, and two have exactly 4. An
irreducible special identity is represented by one nonzero row. In this section we describe a method
to create the special identities.
An irreducible special identity usually requires many terms to express it. The most direct way to
create an irreducible special identity is to take the row representing this identity. Then, using the
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Table 6
Degree 7: ranks of matrix representations.
λ d Known All
1 7 1 113 113
2 61 6 665 665
3 52 14 1526 1526
4 511 15 1626 1626
5 43 14 1507 1507
6 421 35 3731 3731
7 4111 20 2111 2111
8 331 21 2217 2217
9 322 21 2200 2200
10 3211 35 3638 3638
11 31111 15 1535 1535
12 2221 14 1433 1433
13 22111 14 1414 1414
14 211111 6 591 591
15 1111111 1 94 94
Table 7
Degree 8: ranks of matrix representations.
λ d Known All New
1 8 1 354 354
2 71 7 2457 2457
3 62 20 6959 6960 1
4 611 21 7288 7288
5 53 28 9665 9669 4
6 521 64 22000 22001 1
7 5111 35 11981 11981
8 44 14 4815 4817 2
9 431 70 23896 23900 4
10 422 56 19052 19052
11 4211 90 30503 30503
12 41111 35 11780 11780
13 332 42 14209 14209
14 3311 56 18884 18885 1
15 3221 70 23488 23488
16 32111 64 21344 21344
17 311111 21 6921 6921
18 2222 14 4653 4653
19 22211 28 9251 9251
20 221111 20 6549 6549
21 2111111 7 2250 2250
22 11111111 1 313 313
representation theory of the symmetric group, one creates a multilinear polynomial that gives that
row. The number of terms in an irreducible special identity can be b[n]n!. For degree 8 this would be
354∗40320. Such expressions are too complicated to give the reader insight into its structure.
One way to reduce the number of terms needed to express an identity is to express it as an identity
which is homogeneous, but not multilinear. The homogeneous type needed to express an identity can
be found from the partition where the identity occurs. The identity in partition 62 can be expressed
using 6 a’s and 2 b’s. The identity in partition 53 can be expressed using 5 a’s and 3 b’s. In general, if
the partition of n is λ = n1 . . . nk , the identity can be expressed using n1 x1’s, . . . , nk xk ’s.
We choose instead to create the special identities in a less directmanner.Wewill use the following:
Algorithm 23 [10]. Let λ = n1n2 . . . nk be a partition of n. We construct an algebra Aλ[x1, . . . , xk].
The free right alternative algebra RAlt[x1, . . . , xk] is the quotient algebra F[x1, . . . , xk]/I, where I
is the T-ideal of F[x1, . . . , xk] generated by the right alternative law (a, b, b) = 0. Let L be the
subspace of F[x1, . . . , xk] spanned by the words w, where for some i in {1, . . . , k}, the degree of xi
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in w is > ni. Then L is an ideal of F[x1, . . . , xk]. The algebra Aλ[x1, . . . , xk] is the quotient algebra
F[x1, . . . , xk]/(I + L). We denote by ψ : F[x1, . . . , xk] → Aλ[x1, . . . , xk] the homomorphism
extending the map {x1, . . . , xk} → Aλ[x1, . . . , xk] that sends xi to xi + (I + L) for i = 1, . . . , k. We
denote by r[n, λ] the dimension ofAλ[x1, . . . , xk]. A basis andmultiplication table forAλ[x1, . . . , xk]
can be constructed using ALBERT (see [12]).
Using a similar algorithm, starting with the free binary–ternary algebra BT[X] and the T-ideal I of
BT[x1, . . . , xk]generatedby (b1)–(b5),weconstruct thealgebraBλ[x1, . . . , xk] = BT[x1, . . . , xk]/(I+
L). We denote by b[n, λ] the dimension of this algebra Bλ[x1, . . . , xk].
A basis ofBλ[x1, . . . , xk] can be constructed as follows. The first k basis elements are x1, x2, . . . , xk .
The next k(k − 1)/2 basis elements are the binary products [xi, xj] where i < j. The construction
continues inductively. If we have the basis elements of degree less than t, we first construct a prebasis
consisting of all possible fills of the arguments of the binary product and the ternary product, so that
the total degree is exactly t and the number of xi’s is less than or equal to ni for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
We now evaluate each of the five defining identities (b1)–(b5) for the Bol algebra using elements
from the current list of basis elements for the arguments. We discard any product which does not
have the number of xi’s less than or equal to ni. For the remaining, because we already have a table
giving the multiplication for basis elements of degree less than t, we can multiply all of the products
except for the outermost product. This produces a set of dependence relations among elements of the
prebasis. We reduce this system of dependence relations to row canonical form. The columns that do
not contain leading ones become basis elements. The leading ones express the remaining elements of
the prebasis in terms of the new basis elements. These dependence relations become the extension
of the multiplication table. This process is done up to degree n and the resulting basis is a basis of
Bλ[x1, . . . , xk].
Assume that we want to find a special identity of degree n in partition λ = n1 . . . nk . Using the
operations [a, b] := ab − ba and {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉, we expand the degree n basis elements of
Bλ[x1, . . . , xk] in terms of the degree n basis elements ofAλ[x1 . . . xk]. This gives us a matrix Nλ with
s[λ] rowsand t[λ] columns. The (i, j)entryofNλ is the j-th coordinateof the expansionof the ithdegree
n basis element of Bλ[x1, . . . , xk]. Any dependence relation between these expanded basis elements
becomes a special identity, since it is not an identity in the free Bol algebra because it is a linear
combination of basis elements of Bλ[x1, . . . , xk]. It is an identity in any algebra Ab, where A is a right
alternative algebra, because it expands to zero in the free right alternative algebra RAlt[x1, . . . , xk].
We compute the left null space of Nλ, and denote its dimension by null[Nλ]. Also, we use lattice
basis reduction to attempt to find a special identity with fewest terms. The number of terms is not
necessarily the smallest. Because lattice basis reduction does not work modulo a prime, it assumes
that the residues are integers. However, when the special identities have coefficients which are small
integers, we can create the identity and check that it expands to zero using other primes. But we can
only be sure that it is a special identity for the primes that we check it for.
Because a special identity is created using modular arithmetic with prime 251, and the basis of
the algebra Bλ[x1, . . . , xk] is also created using modular arithmetic with prime 251, we can only say
that the result is a special identity modulo 251. When the coefficients of the special identity are small
integers, we suspect that it is a special identity over the integers. A way to test this hypothesis is to
check that it evaluates to zero in the algebra Aλ[x1 . . . xk] modulo other primes. This tests that it is
indeed an identity. These tests are not sufficient to provewehave a special identity. Away to prove that,
is to express the identity as a linear combination of lifted right alternators using integer coefficients.
To show that it is not an identity in the free Bol algebra over the integers, it is enough to show that it
is not an identity modulo some prime, since the free Bol algebra modulo a prime is a homomorphic
image of the free Bol algebra over the integers.
We remark that the terms of the special identities are written using commutators and Jordan
associators. Since 〈b, c, a〉 =: {a, b, c}, we rewrite the terms now using the binary operation [a, b]
and the ternary operation {a, b, c}.
For n = 8, the data from creating the special identities is given in Table 8, where the last column
“fewest” contains the number of terms of the special identity with the fewest number of terms.
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Table 8
Degree 8: data from creating the special identities.
λ Number of b[n, λ] s[n] r[n, λ] t[n] null[Nλ] Fewest
Special identities
62 1 297 142 659 309 1 81
53 4 740 389 1510 766 5 187
521 1 2519 1333 5166 2677 7 409
44 2 984 530 1966 1020 7 186
431 4 4712 2605 9298 5003 17 359
3311 1 21996 12552 42730 23820 45 502
9. Special identities in partition six-two
The procedure described in Section 8 gives a special identity with 81 terms in partition 62. Using
the identity (b3), we can express this identity using only 32 terms. This simpler form is called S(a, b)
and it is given below.
S(a, b) := 2{[{a, b, a}, a], a, [[b, a], a]} − {[{a, b, a}, a], [[b, a], a], a}
+ 2{[[[b, a], a], a], a, [[b, a], a]} − {[[[b, a], a], a], [[b, a], a], a}
− {{[[b, a], a], a, a}, a, [b, a]} + 2{{[[b, a], a], a, a}, [b, a], a}
− {{[[b, a], a], a, [b, a]}, a, a} + 3{{{[b, a], a, a}, a, b}, a, a}
− {{{[b, a], a, a}, b, a}, a, a} + {{{[b, a], a, a}, a, a}, a, b}
− 3{{{[b, a], a, a}, a, a}, b, a} − {{[{a, b, a}, a], a, b}, a, a}
− {{[{a, b, a}, a], a, a}, a, b} + 2{{[{a, b, a}, a], a, a}, b, a}
− {{[[[b, a], a], a], a, b}, a, a} + 2{{[[[b, a], a], a], a, a}, b, a}
− {{[[[b, a], a], a], a, a}, a, b} + [{[{a, b, a}, a], a, a}, [b, a]]
+ [{[[[b, a], a], a], a, a}, [b, a]] − [{[[b, a], a], a, [[b, a], a]}, a]
− 2[{[{a, b, a}, a], a, [b, a]}, a] + [{[{a, b, a}, a], [b, a], a}, a]
− 2[{[[[b, a], a], a], a, [b, a]}, a] + [{[[[b, a], a], a], [b, a], a}, a]
+ [{{{a, b, a}, a, a}, a, b}, a] − 3[{{{a, b, a}, a, b}, a, a}, a]
+ 2[{{{a, b, b}, a, a}, a, a}, a] − [{{[[b, a], a], a, a}, a, a}, b]
− 8[{{[[b, a], a], a, a}, b, a}, a] + 5[{{[[b, a], a], a, a}, a, b}, a]
− [{{[[b, a], a], b, a}, a, a}, a] + 5[{{[[b, a], a], a, b}, a, a}, a].
Proposition 24. (i) The binary–ternary polynomial S(a, b) is not zero in the free Bol algebra Bol[a, b]. (ii)
If A is either a left alternative or right alternative algebra over the field Z251, then A
b satisfies the identity
S(a, b).
Proof. (i) It is enough to give an example of a Bol algebra where S(a, b) does not hold. We consider
the Bol algebra B2 over a field of characteristic not 2 (see Section 2, Example 4). Twenty-four of the
terms of S(e2, e1) are zero and eight terms are not zero. They are terms 3, 6, 7, 15, 16, 19, 20, 23:
2{[[[e2, e1], e1], e1], e1, [[e2, e1], e1]} = −2e1,
2{{[[e2, e1], e1], e1, e1}, [e2, e1], e1} = −2e2,
− {{[[e2, e1], e1], e1, [e2, e1]}, e1, e1} = e2,
− {{[[[e2, e1], e1], e1], e1, e2}, e1, e1} = e2,
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2{{[[[e2, e1], e1], e1], e1, e1}, e2, e1} = −2e2,
[{[[[e2, e1], e1], e1], e1, e1}, [e2, e1]] = −e1,
− [{[[e2, e1], e1], e1, [[e2, e1], e1]}, e1] = e1,
− 2[{[[[e2, e1], e1], e1], e1, [e2, e1]}, e1] = 2e1.
Therefore S(e2, e1) = −2e2 = 0.
(ii) By Corollary 9 it is enough to prove the result assuming that A is a right alternative algebra. Also
we may assume that A is RAlt[a, b]. Using Algorithm 23, we construct the algebra A62[a, b] and the
homomorphism ψ : F[a, b] → A62[a, b].
Using the operations [a, b] := ab − ba and {a, b, c} := 〈b, c, a〉, the identity S(a, b) becomes
T(a, b) := 2〈a, [[b, a], a], [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉 − 〈[[b, a], a], a, [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉
+ 2〈a, [[b, a], a], [[[b, a], a], a]〉 − 〈[[b, a], a], a, [[[b, a], a], a]〉
− 〈a, [b, a], 〈a, a, [[b, a], a]〉〉 + 2〈[b, a], a, 〈a, a, [[b, a], a]〉〉
− 〈a, a, 〈a, [b, a], [[b, a], a]〉〉 + 3〈a, a, 〈a, b, 〈a, a, [b, a]〉〉〉
− 〈a, a, 〈b, a, 〈a, a, [b, a]〉〉〉 + 〈a, b, 〈a, a, 〈a, a, [b, a]〉〉〉
− 3〈b, a, 〈a, a, 〈a, a, [b, a]〉〉〉 − 〈a, a, 〈a, b, [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉〉
− 〈a, b, 〈a, a, [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉〉 + 2〈b, a, 〈a, a, [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉〉
− 〈a, a, 〈a, b, [[[b, a], a], a]〉〉 + 2〈b, a, 〈a, a, [[[b, a], a], a]〉〉
− 〈a, b, 〈a, a, [[[b, a], a], a]〉〉 + [〈a, a, [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉, [b, a]]
+ [〈a, a, [[[b, a], a], a]〉, [b, a]] − [〈a, [[b, a], a], [[b, a], a]〉, a]
− 2[〈a, [b, a], [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉, a] + [〈[b, a], a, [〈b, a, a〉, a]〉, a]
− 2[〈a, [b, a], [[[b, a], a], a]〉, a] + [〈[b, a], a, [[[b, a], a], a]〉, a]
+ [〈a, b, 〈a, a, 〈b, a, a〉〉〉, a] − 3[〈a, a, 〈a, b, 〈b, a, a〉〉〉, a]
+ 2[〈a, a, 〈a, a, 〈b, b, a〉〉〉, a] − [〈a, a, 〈a, a, [[b, a], a]〉〉, b]
− 8[〈b, a, 〈a, a, [[b, a], a]〉〉, a] + 5[〈a, b, 〈a, a, [[b, a], a]〉〉, a]
− [〈a, a, 〈b, a, [[b, a], a]〉〉, a] + 5[〈a, a, 〈a, b, [[b, a], a]〉〉, a].
Expanding the commutators and Jordan associators, and simplifying, we obtain that ψ(T(a, b)) = 0.
Then, byHentzel and Jacobs [10] (Corollary of Theorem),wehave that T(a, b) is an identity ofRAlt[a, b].
Therefore, S(a, b) is an identity of Ab, where A = RAlt[a, b]. 
Theorem 25. The binary–ternary polynomial S(a, b) is a special identity. All special identities in partition
six-two are consequences of the special identity S(a, b).
Proof. The identities satisfied by the free Bol algebra are the consequences of identities (b1)–(b5). We
construct the matrix K62 representing the 1885 multilinear identities that are a generating set for the
lifted identities of (b1)–(b5) to degree 8. The rank of the row canonical form RCF(K62) is 6959.
Denote by LS(a, b) the linearized form of S(a, b). The binary–ternary polynomial LS(a, b) is a linear
combination of 46080multilinear binary–ternary monomials. We append to the bottom of the matrix
K62 the 20 × 20 blocks that come from the representation ρ62(LS(a, b)) of LS(a, b). We calculate the
row canonical form of this new matrix; the rank increases by 1 and is now 6960. Therefore, S(a, b)
is not an identity of the free Bol algebra. Also the row canonical form of this new matrix is the same
matrix as the lower right block of RCF(M62). Therefore S(a, b) is a special identity and all the special
identities for partition 62 are consequences of S(a, b). 
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